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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to analyze the entrepreneurial intention and the antecedents among science and non-science students at University Malaysia Sabah (UMS). This paper determines the effect of perceived desirability and feasibility to intention towards entrepreneurship. This study will also look into how demographic factors such as gender, ethnic and family background influence the relationship between perceived desirability and feasibility with entrepreneurial intention. The respondents were the final year undergraduate students for the year of 2006/2007. The results show that science students are more entrepreneurial compared to non-science students. Attitude is the strongest factor that influences the intention to start a new business for both samples. Self-efficacy is found has significance effects on intention to new business creation but social norm does not has significant effect on intention for Science students. Meanwhile, among non science students, self-efficacy does not have significant effect on intention and social-norm has significant effect on intention to new business creation. This research may be beneficial to policy makers and students as they will know how and which one of the variables they need to change to increase the intention to start up the business.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

The development of entrepreneurship, as both concept and activity has been growing important in all of the countries including Malaysia. According to Histrich and Peter (2002); Kuratko and Hodgetts (2004) entrepreneurship is the process of creating something new with value by devoting the necessary time and effort, assuming the accompanying financial, psychic and social risks and receiving the resulting rewards of monetary and personal satisfaction and independence. Meanwhile, Scarborough and Zimmer (2003) proposed entrepreneur is one who creates a new business in the face of risk and uncertainty for the purpose of achieving profit and growth by identifying opportunities and assembling the necessary resources to capitalize on those opportunities. From the above definition, it can be said that entrepreneurship is defined as business start up or self-employment (Galloway, Brown, Anderson & Wilson, 2006; Gartner, 1985) and the entrepreneur is who creates a new business (Davidsson, 1995).

Presently, the development of entrepreneurship in Malaysia has been growing significantly. This is due to the importance of entrepreneurship in the creation and growth of new firms (Kirby, 2003). Based on the late companies (Registrar Of Companies, ROC, 2006) data, there are 717,953 legally registered companies in Malaysia in 2005 compared to year 2004 there are only 680,213 companies registered (Bank Negara, 2006). According to Companies Commission of Malaysia’s (CCM) 2005 annual report, most of the new companies incorporated are involved in wholesale, retail, restaurants and hotels business, financial, insurance, property,
investment and business services. There are also increases in those relating to construction, community, social and personal services, communication, manufacturing and agriculture related businesses. Even though, there are numbers of new companies’ start-up, it does not cope to the need of new employment by fresh graduates. The government which has seen this polemic encourages universities to introduce entrepreneurship program for undergraduates to involve and create it as one of their career option.

1.2 Problem Statement

The structure of employment has changed due to government efforts to diversify the Malaysian economy. Unemployment in Malaysia was one of the consequence or outcome of structural changes. In Malaysia, we have seen the rapid in growth of new high schools, colleges, public and private universities for the past decade. These numbers of graduated students have walked out from their universities with the varieties of qualifications and seek the job to suit their professions. According to Suresh Ram (2007), currently almost 70% of public universities and institutions of higher learning graduates in the country are unemployed. On the other field which is economic sector, Malaysian economy has recovered itself from economic turmoil year 1997 in very slow phase. Only few sectors have shown good sign and afford to offer places for new graduate employees but most of them unable to do so due to economic constraints. As a result, a lot of graduate students become surplus in the market, unemployed and hunting their career with full of faith.

In accordance to that, our government has stepped up to minimize this problems by introducing few short and long term solutions; one of that is the creation of new ventures that may create employment opportunities. Various government departments have asked to give their support and a scheme is
introduced in market such as Entrepreneur Development Fund, Franchise Development Program, Bumiputera Entrepreneurship Project Fund and Credit Guaranteed Corporation Scheme as a medium of working capital for new entrepreneurs to initiate their business.

In the modern economy, universities have an important role throughout the developed world. Scientific and technological knowledge needs to be combined with other forms of expertise, such as knowledge of markets and customer needs to create innovative new products and services (Galloway et al., 2006). Previously, this skill only taught in business school but nowadays, it is seems essential to teach the entrepreneurship to students with different degree discipline to ensure the development of enterprising graduates who are fully equipped for the modern economy. Moreover, entrepreneurship itself is borderless to the new graduate students and applicable to all without graded them from their qualifications, such as art, science, engineering and agriculture.

The percentage of science and non-science students in University Malaysia Sabah is 60% and 40%. Due to this push factor, the research questions are, among science and non-science students, which group has a higher intention to be an entrepreneur? Why entrepreneurial intention might differ among them? How do psychological factors impact on student’s intention to a new business creation? How to encourage them to be more entrepreneurial?

1.3 Objectives of Study

The objectives of this study are:

1. To examine and compare the level of entrepreneurial intention among science and non-science students at UMS
2. To investigate the effect of student's perception of desirability (attitude and social norms) and feasibility (self-efficacy) on starting their own business.

3. To analyze the effect of the moderating variables (gender, ethnic, family background) to entrepreneurial intention.

1.4 Scope of Study
The scope of research is to compare the level of entrepreneurial intention and find reasons for different entrepreneurial intentions among students at UMS. The students are divided into two groups based on their subject studies background, science and non-science or arts. The science stream includes Science and Technology, Food Science and Nutrition, International Tropical Forestry, Engineering and Information Technology, Education and Social Development and Medicine. Meanwhile non-science/arts include Science and Technology, Psychology and Social Work, Business and Economics, Arts Studies and Education and Social Development. The research will be conducted among the final year of undergraduate students. The reasons why these samples are selected is because final year students are about to face their professional career choice so they will answer the questionnaire in better understanding of what they are going to be in the future.

1.5 Significance of Study
The significant of this study are as below:

1. To help young future entrepreneurs to have better understanding of the reasons behind their own interest.

2. To assist the university in obtaining better picture of applicability for them to develop an entrepreneurship subject in every course.
3. To help the government in understanding the reasons behind younger entrepreneurs that has interest in entrepreneurship and how to enhance the encouragement for them to pursue their interest.

1.6 Definition of Key Variables

The variables used in this research have very specific meanings. The definition of all these variables will be clearly outlined as follows:

1.6.1 Entrepreneurial Intentions

Entrepreneurial intention can be seen as an interest in creating a new business (Katz & Gatner, 1988) or a target behavior of starting a new business venture (Krueger, Reilly & Casrud, 2000).

1.6.2 Attitude

According to Ivancevich, Konopaske and Matterson (2005), attitudes are determinants of behavior because they are linked with perception, personality, feelings and motivation. An attitude is a mental state of readiness learned and organized through experience, exerting a specific influence on a person’s response to people, object and situations with which it is related. Each of us has an attitude on numerous topics, such as family, friends, religion, education, restaurants.

Attitude can also be defined as providing a state of ‘readiness’ or tendency to respond in a particular way. They are learned through life and are embodied within our socialization process (Mullins, 2004).
1.6.3 Social Norms

Social norms are assumed to be a function of beliefs that specific individuals approve or disapprove of performing the behavior. An individual will intend to perform a certain behavior when he/she perceives that important others think he/she should. Important others might be a person’s spouse, friends, etc. (Levine and Pauls, 1997). Normally, people intend to perform that such behavior if he/she thinks that behavior is favorable to him/her and at the same time he/she believes the others think he/she should perform it.

1.6.4 Self-Efficacy

Self-efficacy is a key variable in determining if and how much effort the entrepreneur will extend on the venture and how long that effort will be sustained in terms of cognitive and behavioral persistence (Levander & Raccuia, 2001). Kirby (2003) has said perceived self efficacy refers to the strength of an individual’s belief that he or she is capable of successfully performing the roles and tasks of the entrepreneur. The construct of self efficacy has been widely applied in psychology as an individual difference variable.

1.6.5 Demographic

Demographics are a shorthand term for 'population characteristics'. Demographics include race, age, income, mobility, educational attainment, home ownership, employment status, and even location. (Wikipedia).
1.7 Organization of Thesis

Chapter 1 will give an overview of the research and its significance. This chapter also presents objective of the research and scope of the study. The definition of the key term is also outlined in this chapter. Chapter 2 presents the past studies of the relationship between the dependent variable of entrepreneurial intention and the independent variables: attitude to the behavior; social norms; self-efficacy and demographic. Chapter 3 is concerned with theoretical framework, research hypotheses, research design, and unit of analysis, sampling design, instruments design, data collection method and data analysis method. Chapter 4 presents respondents profile and the research findings. Chapter 5 presents discussion and implication of research, limitations of research and suggestion for future research.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

From the past research, there are many studies addressing the entrepreneurial intentions and the factors that determine it such as attitude towards self-employment, subjective norms and self-efficiency. This chapter will also give a better understanding on the moderating effects of demographic with entrepreneurial intentions.

2.2 Earlier Studies on Science and Non Science Studies Background

People with an academic education have traditionally not favored entrepreneurship as a career option (Paasio & Pukkinen, 2006). Among university graduates, there are differences between studies background of students in term of intention to start up a business.

A finding by Wilkinson (2005), in terms of subject studied, the majority of those who are keen to become self-employed are in the broad discipline areas of Business (46%), Humanities (18%) and Engineering (10%). The students with an engineering background are less likely to set up a firm compared to students with a background in management or natural science (Hytti, Paasio & Pukkinen (2005). Kolvereid and Moen (1997); Guerrero, Rialp and Urbano (2006) also found similar result, the graduate with an entrepreneurship are more likely to start new businesses and have stronger entrepreneurial intentions than other graduates. Galloway et al. (2006) also found that respondents who are studying for a degree in Science or
Engineering appear likely to expect to wait longer than those of Business & Management to realize a business start up.

However, in Franke and Lutje (2004) study of entrepreneurial intention of Business students, he found that entrepreneurial intention among Munich and Vienna students are lower than among Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The students from Munich and Vienna are economics and business administration and MIT is engineering students. T.Ramayah & Zainon Haron (2005) found respondents from science stream had significantly higher compared to Art stream and in Kristinsen & Nurul Indarti (2004) study, they found among Indonesian student, economics and business administration significantly lower than those non economic students. Meanwhile among Norwegian students, there was no significant difference of entrepreneurial intentions.

Even there are only few studies have been concentrated in subject studied background on entrepreneurial intention but there are still having a differences among them. The purpose of this study is to analyze the entrepreneurial intention among science and non-science student by using psychological theory.

2.3 Theoretical background

In the past, research on entrepreneurship focused on either personality features/traits or situational/ contextual (socio-economic) as the determinants of entrepreneurial activity. Boyd and Vozikis (1994) argue trait and situational theories to show none of these theories can adequately explain entrepreneurial activity. Entrepreneurship may be viewed as a process that occurs over time. Entrepreneurial intentions would be the first step in the evolving of venture creation (Lee and Wong, 2004). The entrepreneurial intentions models emphasize the convergence of attitudes and situational factors in the decision to start-up business (Kolvereid, 1996).
In between eighties and nineties, there are six main entrepreneurial intention models (Guerrero et al., 2006). There are:

1. **Entrepreneurial Event Model (Shapero, 1982)** – according to this study, the personal choice to start a new venture depends on the perception of the desirability, the propensity to act and the perception of feasibility.

2. **The Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991)** – it explained that any behavior requires a certain amount of planning and it can be predicted by the intention to adopt that behavior. The antecedents to intention are the subject attitude towards the behavior, subjective norms and subject’s perception of behavioral control.

3. **Entrepreneurial Attitude Orientation (Robinson, Stimpson, Huefner, & Hunt, 1991)** – generated the Entrepreneurial attitude Orientation scale that explains the attitude prediction through four sub scales (achievement, self-esteem, personal control and innovation) and three types of reactions (affective, cognitive or conative).

4. **Intentional basic Model (Krueger & Carsrud, 1993)** – examined the relationship between attitudes and entrepreneurial intention using a scale to permit greater flexibility in the analysis of exogenous influences, attitudes and intentions.

5. **Entrepreneurial Potential Model (Krueger & Brazael, 1994)** – defined the model based on the entrepreneurial event model and theory of planned behavior and supporting the evidence from the corporate venture and enterprise development perspectives.

6. **Davidson Model (Davidson, 1995)** – tested an economic-psychological pull of factors that influence individual’s intention to go into business. The intention
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